1 Recent theories (Rabin, 2002; Rabin and Vayanos, 2010) propose that both the Gambler's Fallacy and the Hot Hand Fallacy are driven by Representativeness Bias, also known as the Law of Small Numbers (Tversky and Kahneman, 1971) . The Lucky Store Effect (Guryan and Kearney, 2008) , in which the popularity of a lottery retailer surges after selling a winning ticket, bears an intuitive similarity to the Hot Hand Fallacy in terms of the belief that 'previous winners will win again', yet has been previously thought of as irreconcilable with Representativeness Bias. This paper develops theory and empirical evidence on this issue. We extend the Law of Small Numbers model of Rabin (2002), to the context where a decision-maker chooses among different lottery ticket stores after observing a history of prior outcomes. We show the conditions under which the decision-maker tends to believe that the store which has won previously has a higher chance of winning again, even if this event has only occurred once before. We then provide new empirical evidence on the Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy, from a large peer-to-peer online lottery marketplace for the Chinese national lottery. We find that lottery players exhibit Gambler's Fallacy beliefs when picking lottery numbers, while believing in Lucky Stores when choosing which online lottery store to purchase their tickets from, which is consistent with the result in our model that decision-makers will tend to believe in the Lucky Store Effect when the perceived uncertainty about true probabilities is greater. 
Introduction
In predicting the outcome of random variables, when do people tend to believe in positive correlation over realizations, and when do they tend to believe in negative correlation? The Gambler's Fallacy refers to the well-documented tendency individuals have, to believe that stochastic outcomes over time are more negatively serially correlated than they are -while the Hot Hand Fallacy refers to the seemingly contradicting phenomenon of believing that stochastic outcomes over time are more positively serially correlated than they actually are. As Rabin (2002) and Rabin and Vayanos (2010) propose, both fallacies can be explained by an underlying belief in representativeness, the idea that small samples from a distribution ought to closely reflect the distribution itself. Their theory thus suggests that these two seemingly contradictory fallacies are not ad-hoc anomalies or context-specific deviations from rational beliefs, but are part of the same underlying phenomenon -the Hot Hand Fallacy arising from Gambler's Fallacy beliefs when the decision-maker has to make an estimate of the true probabilities.
In this paper, we provide new theoretical and empirical field evidence to support the relationship between the Gambler's Fallacy and Hot Hand Fallacy. On the theoretical side, we show that the Law of Small Numbers model in Rabin (2002) applied to the task of cross-sectional comparisons, can generate a belief that 'winners will win again' even when only one previous period of observation has occurred. This phenomenon, first documented empirically in Guryan and Kearney (2008) as the Lucky Store Effect in Texas State Lottery sales, was originally interpreted as irreconcilable with representativeness-based belief fallacies such as Rabin (2002) and Rabin and Vayanos (2010) , due to the focus in the literature on streaks of outcomes over time. 2 We show that a model following Rabin (2002) in a cross-sectional decision setting, will indeed generate a tendency to believe that winners will win again, even over trivially short sequences of outcomes. That is, a decision-maker does not require a long sequence of outcomes to infer positive serial correlation. Our extension of Rabin (2002) implies that the Lucky Store Effect can be understood as a special case of a generalized class of Hot-Hand-Fallacy-like beliefs, sharing in common the tendency to believe that 'previous winners will win again'. A key contribution of our study is to fill in a gap in the literature on representativeness bias, which is due to the previous literature's focus on probabilistic outcomes over time rather than in either a cross-section or a panel structure of outcomes. By considering inferences over the cross-sectional dimension, our paper seeks to clarify the ties between the Gambler's Fallacy, Lucky Store Effect, and Hot Hand Fallacy, in both the theoretical and empirical domains.
Contributing to the empirical evidence on the Lucky Store Effect, and its co-existence with Gambler's Fallacy beliefs, we analyze a rich individual-level dataset from an online collective lottery betting market for China's national lottery. This setting provides a natural experiment for identification of belief fallacies. Under the structure of the online collective betting marketplace, our lottery consumers observe two sequences of realized random outcomes, which are in fact independently and identically distributed over time and in the cross-section: 1. the outcome of the numerical lottery draws which occur in each round over time, and 2. the win rates of the individual lottery ticket sellers whom they can purchase ticket shares from online. Due to the fully random nature of lottery number draws, which simultaneously determine the lottery outcome and sellers' 3 returns independently of one another, we can observe lottery consumers' choices in response to prior exogenous outcomes in each domain.
We find that consistently with the influence of Representativeness Bias (Tversky and Kahneman, 1971) , individual gamblers subscribe to the Gambler's Fallacy in response to previous numerical draws, which we observe through their choices of lottery numbers. However, this same group of individuals subscribes to the Lucky Store Effect in response to previous successes of sellers, which we observe through their choices of which ticket sellers to purchase from. This is despite the fact that holding the number of different tickets purchased constant, no particular seller or numerical ticket should have any advantage in winning the lottery. In addition to showing the two fallacies exist simultaneously in the marketplace, our study provides supporting evidence on when we should expect each type belief fallacy to occur. In our setting, the Gambler's Fallacy arises over basic probabilistic events, while the Lucky Store Effect arises over individual performances. Our theoretical model derives the analogous insight that situations where true probabilities are wellknown tend to produce Gambler's Fallacy beliefs, whereas perceptions of high uncertainty over true odds tends to produce Lucky Store Effects.
The empirical pattern we observe among consumer's choice of ticket sellers indeed replicates Guryan and Kearney's finding that lottery stores that have just sold a jackpot ticket ("Lucky Stores") subsequently receive an unusual jump in lottery sales. However, our paper adds a further dimension to the analysis, since our data is at the individual ticket purchase level as well as at the store level. Thus, we can detect that the same ticket buyers who produce Lucky Store Effects simultaneously subscribe to the Gambler's Fallacy in lottery number choices. This provides the first direct empirical evidence to our knowledge, of the co-existence of the Gambler's Fallacy and Lucky Store Effect.
Previous studies have examined the simultaneous existence of the Gambler's and Hot Hand Fallacies, most commonly over a single domain of serial outcomes, as predicted by Rabin (2002) and Rabin and Vayanos (2010) . Croson and Sundali (2005) examine roulette playing behavior in the casino, finding evidence for the Gambler's Fallacy in bet choices among binary categorizations on the roulette wheel (red/black, odd/even, low/high), and evidence for the Hot Hand Fallacy in terms of bet amount adjustments to prior wins and losses, which they use to proxy for the strength of beliefs. Rao (2009) finds a transition from the Gambler's Fallacy to the Hot Hand in an experiment where subjects had to predict the outcome of basketball shots in NBA games. Galbo-Jorgensen, Suetens, and Tyran (2015) examines Danish Lottery data, finding that gamblers exhibit the Gambler's Fallacy over immediate previous outcomes, and the Hot Hand Fallacy over longer term streaks in outcomes. Asparouhova, Hertzel and Lemmon (2009) find evidence using a laboratory experiment for the model of Law of Small Numbers beliefs as in Rabin (2002) . The empirical findings in our study are complementary to these works in that we also find simultaneous evidence for beliefs in reversals and in streaks, although our focus differs in that the cross-sectional domain is the source of the belief in streaks in our study. By focusing on the cross-sectional domain, the belief in streaks by our lottery players can occur even over very short sequences. Finally, our study contributes to the literature which examines the existence and perception of the time-dimensional Hot Hand in various domains, by proposing the Lucky Store Effect as a crosssectionally driven Hot Hand Fallacy. Gilovich, Vallone and Tversky (1985) finds that although basketball players and fans tend to believe in the idea of a Hot Hand in the domain of shooting success, there is no empirical evidence that a Hot Hand exists. Camerer (1989) finds that the betting market for basketball also believes in the Hot Hand. Reexamining this question, Miller and Sanjurjo (2015a) find that contrary to previous analyses, a Hot Hand does exist in NBA shooting, thus questioning whether belief in the Hot Hand can be truly considered a fallacy (see also Miller and Sanjurjo (2015b) ). Moving from the sports domain to the financial domain, Powdthavee and Riyanto (2015) find that people are willing to pay 'experts' for predictions of random outcomes, over which the experts clearly have no predictive ability. Their experiment provides a controlled environment for testing whether decision-makers are reasonably attracted to previously successful funds or fund managers, where potential Hot Hands among funds are of interest in the finance literature (see for example, Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser, 1993; Jagannathan, Malakhov and Novikov, 2010) . Our findings support that 'investors' prefer to put their bets on previously successful funds or fund managers, even when there is no true skill involved (see also Yuan, Sun and Siu, 2014 , which measures the willingness to pay). Finally, Huber, Kirchler and Stockl (2010) find in a laboratory experiment, that subjects who rely on 'experts' to predict random outcomes tend to believe in the Hot Hand, while those who choose to predict on their own tend to believe in the Gambler's Fallacy.
The remainder of our paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides a theoretical model showing that the Lucky Store Effect can be generated by a belief model with Representativeness Bias, and provides intuitive conditions for the effect to hold; Section 3 introduces the data from the online lottery betting market; Section 4 describes our empirical strategy; Section 5 presents the empirical results and robustness checks; Section 6 summarizes and discusses the relationship between the Hot Hand Fallacy and Lucky Store Effect. Detailed proofs and tables for robustness checks are provided in the Appendix.
Model Background
The main objective of our theoretical model is to demonstrate that the general framework in Rabin (2002) , which uses Representativeness Bias as its foundation, can generate an immediate Hot Hand Fallacy result after just one period of observation (ie. a Lucky Store Effect). We choose the simpler framework of Rabin (2002) rather than the more generalized version in Rabin and Vayanos (2010) due to the fact that the true data generating process in our field data actually matches the setup in Rabin (2002) very closely. 4 In Rabin (2002) , Law of Small Numbers believers think of the true probabilities over possible outcomes, as a representative but finite number of outcomes (or 'balls') in a pot. For example, in the simple case of a fair coin flip, a Law of Small Numbers believer with pot size N believes there is an initial distribution of outcomes in the pot: N/2 heads, N/2 tails. 5 The negative serial correlation in outcomes implied by the Gambler's Fallacy is generated by random draws being made from the pot without replacement. Thus, the larger the pot size, the less biased the decision-maker is in the Law of Small Numbers sense; as the pot size goes to infinity, the decision-maker is a classical Bayesian.
The model of belief fallacies in Rabin (2002) is of a decision-maker's beliefs under a true independent and identically distributed (iid) process, but can be extended to cases where the true data generating process is in fact not iid (see Rabin and Vayanos, 2010) . In order to model the Lucky Store effect, we maintain this basic framework of Rabin (2002) in analyzing consumers' beliefs among a set of different lottery ticket stores the consumer is to choose from. Our Lucky Store Effect resembles the 'over-inference effect' described in Rabin (2002) , where inference about the true distribution of outcomes after seeing a sequence of realizations from a single seller, can lead to a Hot Hand Fallacy.
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Model Setup
In deciding which store to purchase a lottery ticket from, the consumer is uncertain about each store's true winning rate, and uses previously occurring observations to infer which of the stores are most promising. Of course, a consumer with standard beliefs realizes that the ex-ante likelihood of winning in each round is independent of the store at which the ticket is purchased -an assumption about the consumer's beliefs which we relax here in accordance with Rabin (2002 . The outcomes are drawn independently across stores. The consumer then purchases from the store which in his calculation, is most likely to win in the next lottery round, given these updated beliefs.
General Result
The general result for n stores, K winning rates and general priors is summarized in Proposition 1. 
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
Proposition 1 shows that the Lucky Store Effect depends critically on whether the size of the pot for each store exceeds some threshold level, * M , which is a function of the set of possible (perceived) winning rates of the different stores, r . In other words, the size of the Rabin (2002) psychological pot determines whether the Lucky Store Effect dominates, or whether a belief in reversals stemming from Gambler's Fallacy beliefs will dominate. In particular, a notable relationship is that the minimal pot size for the Lucky Store Effect, * M , conditional on the possible winning rates, is decreasing in the gap between the possible ex-ante win rates.
In other words, when the decision-maker is trying to make inference between stores which are ex-ante perceived as being very different, in order have the Lucky Store belief, he need not be as classically Bayesian (ie. as "unbiased" in the Law of Small Numbers sense), compared to the case where the win rates are ex-ante perceived to be quite similar. This is because observing a winning store when stores are potentially very different, is more "informative" in the belief updating process, and can counteract the decision-maker's underlying tendency to believe that a winning ticket will not be drawn from the winning store's pot again.
Another way of phrasing this is that when win rates across stores are perceived to have little 6 variation, a Law of Small Numbers believer will tend to believe in reversals in outcomes, rather than in Lucky Stores. The origin of such belief in reversals under cross-sectional comparisons, is the Gambler's Fallacy in the Law of Small Numbers framework.
Example: 2 Stores, Uniform Priors
To make ideas more concrete, we show the detailed analysis for 2 stores ( 2 n  ), 
Now the consumer determines which of the stores is more likely to sell the winning ticket in the next lottery round. Without loss of generality, we assume store 1 won in round 1 and store 2 did not.
The likelihood that Store 1 will win in this round, given that Store 1 won in the previous round is given by 1,2 1,1
The likelihood that Store 2 will win in this round, given that Store 2 did not win in the previous round is given by 2,2 2,1
All that remains is to compare the attractiveness of store 1 which won in the previous round to the attractiveness of store 2 which did not win in the previous round. If
 is positive, then the Lucky Store effect holds.
This expression is positive for sufficiently large values of M , specifically
In other words, as long as the size of the pot from which the outcomes are drawn for each store is sufficiently large, the store that sold the winning ticket in the previous round appears more attractive to the consumer. Note that this cutoff value for M is smaller when the possible winning rates 1 r and 2 r are farther apart. 6 We note that the probability structure of a lottery game, where the odds of winning are quite small, a large M (number of balls) will typically be needed in order to represent the true odds in a pot. Thus the aforementioned condition on M should not be a binding constraint. given the true lottery odds which are quite small, combined with the assumption in Rabin (2002) that true odds are represented using an integer number of outcomes in the pot.
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Figure 1: Strength of the Direction of Beliefs y-axis: belief on future winning probability if Store 1 is the winner in the previous round
The intuition for this result is that under reasonable values of the pot size, the information effect of a particular store winning (thus making that store more attractive), exceeds the effect of the law of small numbers (which makes that store less attractive, as it is seen as having a 'winning ball' removed from the pot). That is, although Store 1 has won the lottery in the previous round, making it less likely for that same store to win in the next round (by the law of small numbers), the positive news that Store 1's previous round win reveals about its true winning rate in the mind of the consumer, is indeed stronger. This is shown in Figure 1 for illustrative purposes only (not drawn to scale).
Field Setting and Data
We now turn to the empirical evidence for these representativeness-based belief fallacies in the field. We examine buyers' purchasing tendencies in a popular online market for lottery tickets. The online lottery market is a formalized collective lottery purchase arrangement, in which ticket sellers propose number combinations to the buyer side of the market. Buyers have the opportunity to purchase from one of thousands of sellers offering collective betting contracts.
The setting is unique in that we can observe both individual sellers' winning statistics, and the exact number combinations being offered in their collective betting contract. When considering ticket buyers' decisions on which sellers to purchase from, the lottery outcomes in each round provide an exact natural experiment for testing the Gambler's Fallacy and Lucky Store Effect -in each round the winning numbers and the winning ticket sellers are randomly chosen. To test the Gambler's Fallacy we use an approach similar to that used in Clotfelter and Cook (1993) and Terrell (1994) which found Gambler's Fallacy in lottery number choices. We follow their approach in examining the popularity of previously winning lottery numbers. In testing for the Lucky Store Effect, we examine the popularity of previously winning lottery ticket sellers, as in Guryan and Kearney (2008) .
Sections 3.1 to 3.3 describe the lottery game, the online marketplace, and the data. Section 4 describes our empirical approach which shows that both the Gambler's Fallacy and the Lucky Store Effect are prevalent in the data. 
The SSQ Lottery Game
The gaming rules of the SSQ Chinese national lottery are similar to those of other popular lotteries, such as the Powerball in the United States and the LottoMax in Canada. SSQ stands for Shuang Se Qiu (双色球), which means dual-colored balls in Chinese. Each ticket is sold for 2 Yuan (about $0.32 USD). It requires players to pick numbers from two groups of numbers. Players need to pick six integers without replacement from the range 1 to 33, which are referred to as the "red numbers". Players also need to pick one integer from 1 to 16, referred to as the "blue number". To win the Grand prize jackpot, a player needs to match all 7 numbers randomly drawn as the winning number combination.
The SSQ has 6 levels of prizes, which are shown in Table 1 . The Grand prize is shown in the first row. The second prize is won by matching all 6 red numbers but not the blue one. Note that the first and the second prizes are pari-mutuel, since the final reward depends on the number of winners and the prize pool for each payout. The third to sixth prizes are non pari-mutuel fixed prizes. If the rollover money from the last jackpot is less than 100 million Yuan, then the grand jackpot winners will split the rollover from the previous draw and the 70% from the "high prize pool". If the prize is more than 5 million Yuan, each winning ticket will only be worth 5 million Yuan.
If the rollover money from the last jackpot is at least 100 million Yuan or more, there is a two part prize portfolio. The winners split the rollover money from the previous draw from the "high prize pool". With each prize, a maximum of 5 million Yuan is paid (total of 10 million Yuan). 
The Online Lottery Market
The lottery industry in China is one of the largest lottery systems in the world, and SSQ is one of the most popular lottery games in China. The online peer to peer lottery market we examine takes place on the website of Taobao Lottery, the largest online official retailer of SSQ lottery tickets. A small number of other studies have examined different aspects of behavior in this Taobao online lottery market. Siu, Sun and Yuan (2014) examine how much customers are willing to pay in commission fees to buy tickets from previously winning ticket sellers. Lien and Yuan (2015b) study sellers' responses to customers' biased beliefs about lottery outcomes, finding that their choices in commissions, portfolio size, and other features are consistent with responding to consumers with biased beliefs. In the current paper, we focus on lottery ticket buyers' beliefs as revealed by their choices of lottery sellers and number combinations.
The nature of this peer to peer lottery market can best be understood in the context of what is known as "collective purchases" of lottery tickets in the US. In US lottery games (ex. Powerball), it is common for family, friends, or co-workers to pool their money together to buy a certain number of lottery tickets. In the event of a win, those who had contributed money to the pool receive a share of the winnings (see Humphreys and Perez, 2013 for a discussion).The lottery market in Taobao Lottery is a formalized version of this arrangement, where institutional rules are set and enforced by the website. Collective bettors do not need to know one another personally, but can interact in the online marketplace.
There are very low if any barriers to entry to becoming a seller. The only prerequisite, which is also in place for buyers on the site, is having a Taobao account which in itself is free of charge. Once a user decides to become a seller, it is required however, that they self-invest on at least 1% of the shares in their own proposed portfolio, or the same percentage as the commission rate they charge buyers, whichever is larger. This requires that sellers have a stake in the portfolios they are offering on the market. Sellers can self-invest up to 100% of the portfolio, equivalent to the case of noncollective purchase. Sellers are also allowed to propose more than one portfolio. In each lottery round there are about 10,000 sellers participating, with the great majority of them posting a single portfolio.
Figure 2: Structure of Taobao Online Lottery Market
(In event of lottery win, returns made to buyers proportionally according to purchased shares)
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Portfolios may be open for sale directly after the previous round of lottery is over. Once a portfolio is posted online, the seller cannot change it. Similarly, once buyers purchase shares, they cannot request a refund. Selling of shares closes 3 hours before the actual lottery draw. If by that time, a seller's portfolio is not 100% sold out, the portfolio is cancelled and all investors have their money automatically refunded to their account.
Once a portfolio is sold out, Taobao receives the money invested in it. Taobao then purchases tickets on behalf of the seller, and is responsible for distributing the winnings among investors in the event of a win. Taobao thus eliminates any concerns from buyers about the trustworthiness of the seller. For providing this service, Taobao receives a commission from the official lottery authority, and they have an additional benefit of advance cash flow when the lottery investment is made. Figure  2 illustrates the structure of the Taobao online lottery marketplace. 
Data
Our data consists of 4,529,730 observations over 25 rounds of lottery games. We observe each seller's portfolio on the market including the exact numbers chosen, for each of these rounds. We also observe several portfolio-specific control variables critical to our analysis, shown in Table 2 . The sample summary statistics for these and other variables are shown in Table 3 . In each round over 2 million lottery portfolios are put on the market by some 41,000 sellers. The win rate of sellers is consistent with the theoretical expected rate of the lottery game. Portfolio size and number of tickets included vary widely. There is also substantial variation in self-investment behavior and commissions charged. 
Measurements and Empirical Strategy
Our main objective is to understand how lottery buyers' purchase decisions are affected by the return rate of the seller and the composition of lottery numbers in the portfolio. Both of these factors should have no effect on ticket buying in the case of standard beliefs about the lottery process. In fact, since the SSQ lottery is pari-mutuel, subscribing to common belief fallacies is harmful to the buyer in expectation, since adhering to popular choices results in greater chance of prize-sharing (a point raised in Terrell, 1994) .
To examine the Gambler's Fallacy, we take an approach similar to Clotfelter and Cook (1993) and Terrell (1994) in examining lottery buyers' number choices. Due to the fact that ticket sellers are offering number combinations rather than just individual numbers, we would like to have a measure of how similar a particular combination is to the previous winning ticket. Thus for each ticket sold in the online market, we calculate a Similarity Index to summarize its numerical resemblance to the previous winning ticket. We consider only the similarity level to the most recent winning ticket. As previous literature (Clotfelter and Cook, 1993; Terrell, 1994) has shown, the immediately previous ticket tends to be most influential and its effect tapers over time as new winning tickets are generated in each round of the lottery. If lottery ticket buyers have rational beliefs, they should not be affected by the composition of the lottery numbers in the portfolio. As in Terrell (1994) , the Grand and First prizes of our lottery setting are pari-mutuel, so that an expected monetary penalty exists for choosing according to belief fallacies when other players do so as well.
To examine the Lucky Store Effect, we simply compute each seller's winning rate in the most recent realized round. According to the Lucky Store effect as well as our theoretical analysis in Section 2, the outcome of even the most recent round itself should have a positive effect on the popularity of a winning seller, if buyers have Representativeness Bias.
As our results in Section 5 show, controlling for features of the lottery portfolios such as size, commissions, and other control variables, buyers gravitate towards portfolios which are dissimilar to immediately previous winning lottery tickets (Gambler's Fallacy) , and simultaneously gravitate towards portfolio sellers who have had positive win rates in the previous round (Lucky Store Effect). These findings are robust to empirical specifications and the presence of portfolio-specific factors.
Detecting the Gambler's Fallacy
Each lottery ticket consists of seven numbers with six red balls and one blue ball. We use the following notation to denote a lottery number combination for a single , where the 7 th number is the blue ball: = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 | 7 } We aim to measure how similar a lottery ticket is to the winning numbers in round . We use _ , to denote this Similarity Index. We assume that the winning numbers in round are the following: { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 | 7 } Let (•) be an indicator function, where if the event in the bracket is true, the value is one, and 13 the value is zero otherwise.
We define _ , as follows:
The Similarity Index consists of two parts: the first term is the similarity on the red numbers and the second term is the similarity on the blue division, where for simplicity we use the same weight on the red and blue sections. Thus, if the seventh blue number 7 is the same winning number 7 in round , by the definition above, this similarity contributes to a half of the total index. On the red ball component, according to the above definition, if any of { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 } appears in { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 }, it will contribute to 1 2 * 1 6 = 1 12 ⁄ of the total index. It is easy to see that the _ , for the lottery ticket { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 | 7 } is one. This highlights the emphasis on the color of the numbered balls reflected in the name of the lottery game (Dual colored balls), however our results are robust to changes to this exact specification of the Similarity Index.
Detecting the Lucky Store Effect
The Lucky Store Effect implies that lottery players will believe that previous sellers of winning tickets are more likely to sell winning tickets again. In other words, players will respond to the past returns of lottery sellers, in spite of the fact that no seller has any true advantage over other sellers. It is easy to calculate the return rate of the sellers from our data. The return rate of seller j based on his performance in the period immediately prior is defined as follows:
where _ is the total amount of winning money in the previous round for seller j and _ is the total lottery investment by seller j in the previous round.
Empirical Approach for Sales Measures
We analyze the data at the lottery ticket portfolio level, interpreting portfolios as "stores" throughout our analysis.
7 A key measure of the attractiveness of lottery tickets and ticket sellers to consumers is whether the lottery portfolio is successfully sold out or not. A significant proportion of portfolios are not successfully sold (and thus cancelled) in each round, and we can infer buyers' beliefs by examining the fraction of a portfolio's shares which are actually sold in the market. We allow buyers' beliefs to be inferred by the market popularity of the portfolios, as determined by the sales progress towards being fully sold out in the online marketplace. The results thus reflect the aggregate behavior of the buyer side of the market.
Our baseline empirical specification is a standard Tobit model for sales progress, to analyze how buyers choose lottery portfolios, given the Win Rate of sellers and the Similarity Index of the lottery portfolios. We also provide several robustness checks which show that these baseline results remain for alternative specifications of the dependent variable and subsets of our sample.
The main Tobit regression model, which is implemented at the portfolio level is as follows: * = 0 + 1 + 2 _ + 3 + ε = { * * < 100 100 * ≥ 100
represents the progress rate of a portfolio, or the fraction of the shares sold for this portfolio at closing time.
* is the latent variable which we cannot observe, due to the fact that once a portfolio is complete sold out, no further shares can be sold.
and _ are the variables defined previously in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
CONTROLS is a vector of portfolio-specific control variables:
is the seller's commission fee, is the total amount of money to be collected if the lottery portfolio is completely sold out, SHARES represents the total shares in the portfolio, PRICE is the value for each single share, SELFINVEST measures the percentage of the shares purchased by the seller himself. These variables which are chosen by sellers, and we control for them in the empirical specifications since buyers' decisions may also be influenced by these features. These are also the key variables buyers observe when they make the decision of which ticket portfolios to purchase.
Empirical Results
Sales Progress Results
The Gambler's Fallacy and Lucky Store Effect can be seen clearly from the Tobit regression results. Table 4 shows the results for the entire sample, with the Similarity Index as the measure of the Gambler's Fallacy. To account for actual differences in portfolio or "store" features observable to the consumer, which may affect their buying choices, we include portfolio size, commission, price per share and the seller's self-investment in the portfolio as control variables. These variables are added sequentially to the model of portfolio sales progress, so that the impact of store features can on our coefficients of interest can be observed.
The coefficient for WinRate is significantly positive across all specifications, indicative of the Lucky Store Effect. That is, the higher the previous round's win rate of the seller, the greater proportion of tickets he sells in the current round. We note that the directions of the coefficients on the control variables match the standard intuition. Portfolios where the seller invests more have higher sales progress. Commissions, being a type of price, are negatively associated with sales progress. The size of the portfolio also has a negative relationship with progress, which is intuitive, since more tickets need to be sold for each percentage point of sales progress. Importantly, in all specifications, the coefficient on the seller's most recent win rate remains significantly positive. The Lucky Store Effect is thus robust to portfolio-specific or store-specific characteristics, including portfolio numerical similarity as represented by the Similarity Index.
We now turn to the Gambler's Fallacy result, which is given by the coefficient on the variable Similarity Index in each of the specifications, also in Table 4 . Recall that the Gambler's Fallacy predicts that the more similar the current number portfolio being offered is to the previous winning ticket, the less popular it will be. Indeed, the coefficients on _ are consistently and significantly negative across all specifications, controlling for observable portfolio or store characteristics, including the previous Win Rate. Based on Table 4 , the presence of a simultaneous Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy in ticket buyers' purchase decisions is apparent and stable across all model specifications
Robustness Checks
While the presence of the Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy are clear from our main results in Table 4 , several robustness checks are in order. These include checks regarding alternative dependent variables, limited processing of the lottery customers, and alternative measures of numerical similarity. We discuss each of them in this section.
Alternative Dependent Variables
Our Tobit specification has the limitation that the identification of the Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy is largely based on variation on unsuccessful portfolios' sales progress. To check 15 the robustness of our result to the specification of the dependent variables intended to measure buyer popularity, we also consider some alternative measures.
First, we may want to merely consider whether a portfolio sold out or not, as a measure of its popularity among lottery buyers. Our Probit specification, shown in Table 5 , focuses attention on the comparison between successfully sold out portfolios and unsuccessful portfolios, by using the sold out indicator as our dependent variable. Compared to the Tobit specification, the measured effects do not rely on the variation in sales progress among unsuccessful portfolios. The direction and significance of our coefficients of interest remain similar to those in the Tobit specification.
It may also be informative to provide a specification which focuses on the portfolios which do in fact successfully sell-out. To check this, we implement an ordinary least squares regression with the realized amount of time taken for the portfolio to sell-out, as the dependent variable. We include only those portfolios which were actually sold-out in the regression. We note here that compared to using sales progress or the sold-out indicator as the dependent variable of interest, the time until sold-out is a less well-defined measure of portfolio popularity. The reason is that it may not be clear whether a portfolio is slower to sell-out due to being less popular, or due to other factors such as customers' desire to delay their purchase of that portfolio, rather than avoiding purchasing it altogether. Furthermore, in the marketplace, speed of selling tickets is not monetarily rewarded from the perspective of the sellers.
Nevertheless, Table 6 shows that portfolios with higher win rates do take significantly less time to be sold-out, indicating that the Lucky Store effect is also robust to this measure of popularity. The coefficient on the Similarity Index is not significant in this specification, indicating that numerical differentiation from previous winners assists in the final success of portfolios, but not the speed with which the portfolio is sold out. 
Limited Processing
One potential concern is that lottery ticket buyers in the online market face a very large number of "stores" to choose from. In this case, limited processing ability may lead the consumers to use stores' previous win rates and numerical similarity as heuristics for their purchase decisions, when faced with a number of stores too large to process. In addition to the possibility of limited processing by the decision-maker, there is also the physical issue of how many stores a consumer can plausibly observe on this computer screen when making a decision.
Taobao Lottery in fact has several buttons which consumers can use to sort the lottery stores by specific lottery portfolio features. These features are: winning rate, size of the portfolio, commission, share price and sales progress. By using this sorting feature, a consumer would see the top-most (or bottom-most) stores based on the chosen criteria in their search results. Although we cannot observe whether buyers actually used the sorting feature, to check the robustness of the Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy against the possibility that consumers sort based on one of these features in making their purchase decisions, we can subdivide our sample of portfolios based on these sortable features and check whether the coefficients on win rate and similarity remain significant. If our results are robust to the sample restrictions, it implies that even among sorting results which may serve to restrict the consumer's choice set in the case of limited processing, buyers still exhibited the Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy within those potential choices.
To begin, we consider whether the Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy still hold even if the consumer had sorted the lottery stores on the website by more recent submissions added to the website. We consider the set of portfolios with less than 20 hours remaining until the lottery draw, in case these portfolios or buyer responses to them might be systematically different than for the entire sample of portfolios. As Table B1 in Appendix B shows, our coefficients on Win Rate and Similarity Index, while reduced slightly in magnitude compared to the baseline results, are still highly significant.
Consumers may find some particular portfolio features attractive, and may thus use the sorting feature to assist in making their decisions such as, low commissions (they will not have to pay the seller as high a fraction of winnings in the event of a win), low price per share (each share is more affordable), and small portfolio size (winnings do not need to be shared with as many other buyers). To check the robustness to these factors, we consider the subsample of portfolios with commissions less than 5%, price per share less than 1 yuan, and portfolio total size less than 200 yuan, which are shown in Tables B2, B3 and B4 of Appendix B, respectively. Just as in our baseline regressions, the other observable portfolio features are added in to the regression sequentially as control variables. The Lucky Store Effect and Gambler's Fallacy findings remain robust and of similar magnitude to the regression on the full sample.
Finally, we consider whether the tendency to gravitate towards lottery stores which have higher winning rates holds for the subset of lottery stores that do not have especially high return rates. This is to ensure that the effects we find are not only due to outlier portfolios with extraordinary eyecatching win rates. We restrict the sample to those stores whose win rate is less than 10%, which consists of about 213,000 portfolios, and the results are shown in Table B5 in Appendix B. The Lucky Store Effect is many times stronger when we restrict the regression to stores without any spectacular return rates, due to the presence of many zero return rates in this subset of stores. This implies that even among mediocre-performing stores, consumers still gravitate heavily towards stores with higher prior win rates.
Robustness of Lucky Store Effect to Similarity Measure
We may also be interested in knowing how sensitive the result is to the similarity levels of the lottery tickets sold on the Gambler's Fallacy side. In terms of the Lucky Store Effect, since the win 20 rates of the great majority of sellers is zero, winning any positive amount in the previous round allows sellers to distinguish themselves in the minds of the buyers. However, the relationship could be more subtle for the similarity of numbers in the lottery ticket portfolios. Tables B6 and B7 in the Appendix show the effects of the Similarity Index on sales progress by  replacing the continuous variable Similarity Index from Table 4 , with indicator variables for similarity levels passing particular thresholds. Table B6 considers an indicator variable for similarity index higher than 0.2, while Table B7 considers similarity levels higher than 0.5 (or in other words at least half of the numbers in the ticket are prior winning numbers). A comparison of the coefficients from Tables B6 and B7 implies that the Gambler's Fallacy effect is larger for more similar portfolios. That is, highly similar tickets are more drastically avoided on the margin than moderately similar tickets.
Conclusions
The Gambler's Fallacy and the Hot Hand Fallacy on first impression seem contradictory to one another, since one implies belief in negative correlation over outcomes while the other implies the opposite. Yet recent evidence suggests they can in fact be interpreted as being interrelated, as part of the same underlying psychological phenomenon of representativeness bias (also known as belief in the Law of Small Numbers). This approach was proposed in Rabin (2002) and Rabin and Vayanos (2010) , which show that the Hot Hand Fallacy can be generated if there is uncertainty about true probabilities, especially over longer sequences of outcomes, when the decision-maker in fact believes in the Gambler's Fallacy over short sequences of outcomes. Existing empirical evidence on the Gambler's and Hot Hand Fallacies also focuses on this time dimension (Rao, 2009; GalboJorgensen et al, 2012) .
We extend the current evidence on representativeness biased beliefs by extrapolating insights and evidence to cross-sectional observations of outcomes.
8 By extending the model of Rabin (2002) to the case where a decision-maker with Law of Small Numbers beliefs must decide among a set of possible 'stores' to choose from, we show that for a sufficiently large psychological pot size, the information content that a decision-maker derives from a store's lottery win, exceeds the decreased perceived probability that the store will win again stemming from Gambler's Fallacy beliefs. In addition, we show that ask the perceived difference between stores is larger, the minimum psychological pot size to obtain the Lucky Store Effect in the Law of Small Numbers framework is decreasing. In other words, decision-makers can believe very heavily in the Law of Small Numbers, and still believe in Lucky Stores, if the perceived difference between stores is large. On the other hand, when there is very little perceived variation among stores, a decision-maker needs to be quite classically Bayesian to allow the "information" effect to dominate the belief in Gambler's Fallacy.
We then provide new evidence for such belief fallacies in the field, analyzing behavior in a popular collective betting market for the Chinese national lottery. In this marketplace, we find that in accordance with the Gambler's Fallacy and the Lucky Store Effect, lottery portfolios with dissimilar number picks compared to the previous winning ticket, and lottery portfolios being sold by sellers who have positive win rates from the previous lottery round respectively, are indeed more successful in their ticket sales. Our empirical result replicates the Lucky Store Effect of Guryan and Kearney (2008) , while providing new evidence on buyers' simultaneous belief in the Gambler's Fallacy over lottery number picks. The empirical pattern also accords with the intuition in our theoretical model: while it is reasonable to believe that decision-makers may have diffuse priors over the winning rates of stores, it is arguably more plausible for decision-makers to believe individual lottery number digits are ex-ante very similar. This can explain why we continue to observe Gambler's Fallacy beliefs over number picks, while observing the Lucky Store Effect over winning stores.
We would like to conclude by discussing the relationship between the Lucky Store Effect and the Hot Hand Fallacy. The Hot Hand Fallacy has traditionally referred to the belief in streaks of outcomes, although discussion has generally been limited to events occurring over time for a single random process, rather than in the cross-section over multiple possible processes. In Rabin (2002) and Rabin and Vayanos (2010) , the Hot Hand Fallacy is generated from Gambler's Fallacy beliefs when true probabilities are uncertain to the decision-maker. The Lucky Store Effect is a phenomenon which occurs purely in the cross-section over several possible random processes (or 'stores') after just one previous observation.
Like the Hot Hand Fallacy, the Lucky Store Effect predicts that decision-makers will believe that "previous winners will win again". In this sense the two phenomena deliver behavior which is qualitatively similar. However, the mechanism for the belief in the framework we propose is in fact different. In the case of the traditional Hot Hand Fallacy, the Hot Hand belief arises when a sequence of positive outcomes convinces the decision-maker that a particular data generator (ex. a basketball player or a lottery store) is having a successful streak. The key driver of the Lucky Store Effect on the other hand, is the Bayesian updating feature of the model; however, in order for the Bayesian updating process to generate such a result when facing a reality of serially independent probabilities, a psychologically plausible structure for decision-makers' belief biases is needed. The Law of Small Numbers framework (Rabin, 2002; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) provides exactly this structure. By allowing for concurrent comparisons, the Rabin (2002) model can indeed support a Lucky Store Effect, and the conditions which can support the effect are intuitive; the psychological 'pot size' must be large enough. This implies that either the odds must be miniscule enough (as in our lottery setting) for the pot to have a large lower bound on its size in a finite urn, or that decision-makers are not overly biased. In addition, holding these factors fixed, the variation in plausible success rates of stores in the decision-maker's beliefs, should be sufficiently large.
We can see several possible directions for future research. First, in addressing the Lucky Store effect theoretically and empirically, our study has focused primarily on the immediate effect of prior wins. Future work could add to the relatively sparse existing literature on the time dimensional Hot Hand Fallacy, as well as the possible interactions between the Hot Hand Fallacy and Lucky Store Effect. Our empirical analysis has also mostly focused on aggregate measures in the marketplace, rather than analysis at the individual level; future work could provide a richer picture of individual heterogeneity in belief biases in the collective lottery setting. Finally, although our empirical analysis focuses on the online lottery market, future work should explore the Lucky Store Effect and related belief fallacies in other contexts. , for store i we have
Recall that each store has its own pot, so when considering the probability of store i winning in the next lottery round, only store i 's previous outcome matters. We have for the case where store i won,
For the case where store i did not win,
As in the two-store case, we compare the attractiveness of store i which won in the previous round to the attractiveness of store j which did not win in the previous round. In order to obtain the Lucky Store Effect, the above expression must be positive. Solving for M yields the following inequality: 
